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Automated Telephone Reminders: A Tool to Help Refill Medicines On Time
Non-Adherence to Prescription Medications is a Documented Public Health Problem

- Only 50-60 percent of patients are adherent in taking prescribed medicines over a one-year period.\(^1\)\(^3\)
- Non-adherence is particularly concerning in patient populations with a high prevalence of chronic conditions.
- Medication non-adherence costs an estimated $100 billion annually in the United States and accounts for 10 percent of hospital admissions.\(^3\)

Telephone Reminders to Refill or Pick Up Prescriptions Improve Medication Adherence\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^6\)

- Automated telephone reminder systems call patients to remind them to refill their prescriptions and allow patients to order the refill on the phone. However, these systems can be difficult for patients with limited health literacy to use.
- This literacy-friendly telephone script is provided for use by pharmacies wishing to provide automated refill reminder calls to patients.
- To deliver automated telephone reminder calls, your organization should work with a software vendor to develop a call flow process and implement the technology.

---

Automated Telephone Reminder Call Script

- System places outgoing call.
- Call answered (by person or answering machine).
- “Hello. This is the ______ pharmacy calling. Our records show that a person at this telephone number is due for a prescription order refill. To refill this order, now, please press (1). Or you may call the pharmacy back later at _______.”
  - (1) is pressed to continue order:
    - “The prescription order is for a person at this telephone number who was born in the month of <October>. For security purposes, please enter the 2-digit birth day for this patient. For example, if the birth day is on the 2nd, please enter the numbers 0, 2 now.”
    - Birth date is valid/correct:
      - “Our records show that <x> prescriptions are due to be refilled. If you would like to refill all <x> prescriptions now, press (1). If you know the prescription numbers you want refilled and would rather enter them yourself, press (2).”
        - (1) is pressed:
          - “Thank you. Your order is being processed. Please allow 48 hours to process your order, and be sure to go to the _______ pharmacy that is located at the address on each prescription label. If you have a question or would like to speak with someone in the pharmacy, please call ___________. Thank you, goodbye.”
        - (2) is pressed:
          - “Using your touch-tone phone, please enter your <x> digit prescription number now.”
          - “If you have another prescription number to enter, press (1). If you do not have another prescription number to enter, press (2).”
            - (1) is pressed:
▪ “Using your touch-tone phone, please enter your <x> digit prescription number now.”

○ (2) is pressed:

▪ “Thank you. Your order is being processed. Please allow 48 hours to process your order, and be sure to go to the _________ pharmacy that is located at the address on each prescription label. If you have a question or would like to speak with someone in the pharmacy, please call ____________. Thank you, goodbye.”

➢ **Birth date is not valid/correct:**

○ “I’m sorry, the birth day you entered is not correct. If you would like to re-enter the birth day, press (1). If not, press (2).”

▪ (2) is pressed:

♦ “If you would like to speak with someone in the pharmacy, press (1). Or, please call the pharmacy back later at ____________.”